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Abstract

Microarchitecturally integrated on-chip networks, or micronets, are candidates to replace busses for pro-
cessor component interconnect in future processor designs. For micronets, tight coupling between processor
microarchitecture and network architecture is one of the keys to improving processor performance. This
paper presents the design, implementation and evaluation of the TRIPS operand network (OPN). The TRIPS
OPN is a 5x5, dynamically routed, 2D mesh micronet that is integrated into the TRIPS microprocessor core.
The TRIPS OPN is used for operand passing, register file I/O, and primary memory system I/O. We discuss
in detail the OPN design, including the unique features thatarise from its integration with the processor core,
such as its connection to the execution unit’s wakeup pipeline and its in flight mis-speculated traffic removal.
We then evaluate the performance of the network under synthetic and realistic loads. Finally, we assess the
processor performance implications of OPN design decisions with respect to the end-to-end latency of OPN
packets and the OPN’s bandwidth.

Theme: OCNs will be used as a replacement for processor component interconnect in future processor de-
signs. Tight coupling between processor micro-architecture and network architecture is the key to improving
processor performance in this space. The TRIPS OPN is an on-chip network that is integrated with the TRIPS
microprocessor core, its architecture is optimized for itsuse in operand passing between execution units.

(page totals in parens, 10pgs max)

1 Introduction

(1.5 of 10)

• Discuss the role of interconnect within a traditional processor.

• Discuss how traditional interconnect has problems scalingin more complex processors. Touch on the
bypass network stuff but be careful not to tread on ground already covered in previous work. (Bring in
related work here?)

• Introduce the TRIPS arch and discuss the networks used in it.

Figure: Block diagram of the TRIPS proto
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2 Related Work

(move into Intro?) (.5 of 10)

• Introduce other on-chip networks that interconnect components of a processor cores (is RAW it?)

Figure: possibly one or two figs of related networks

3 OPN Implementation

OPN Implementation (3 of 10)

• Start off with a detailed description of the TRIPS prototypemicro-arch, in particular the way the ETs, RTs
and DTs all interact. (1 of 3)

Figure: Need a figure showing GP in detail

• Discuss the OPN’s role in the architecture (.5 of 3)

• Go into detail about the OPN’s design (1 of 3)

– Describe the OPN in typical networking terms

– Discuss the OPN router’s microaritecture

Figure: Need a figure showing Router micro-arch

– Discuss where optimizations were made to improve the processor performance

∗ Designed routers as bypass network

∗ Protocol is setup to do speculative wakeup via control packet

∗ Discuss use of on/off flow control, is this better than creditbased for this type of network

– Discuss tradeoffs associated with network vs bus implementation

∗ The control packet path/”early” data essential for processor performance, could impact fre-
quency

• Discuss area and timing of OPN implementation. (1 of 3)

Table: Showing area usage and critical timing path

4 OPN Evaluation

(3 of 10)

• Evaluate the performance of OPN under statistical loads. (.5 of 3)

Figures: Show performance of network under bitcomp and random traffic

• Static traffic examination of SPEC 2K benchmark generated traffic (.75 of 3)
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– Examine the static offered rate from the traces directly. Discuss how the traces do not show effect of
throttling.

Figure: show offered rate for each benchmark

– Examine the number of hops each packet must travel, is this traffic similar to nearest neighbor?

Figure: show ave hops per benchmark w/ STDEV error bars

– Examine the utilization of the network in terms of source/dest frequency and hot links (offline cu-
mulative). Is the network evenly utilized?

Figure: show per node offered rate graph averaging all benchmarks. Do as a 3D plot

– Look at injection rates over time for burstiness and etc.

Figure: show histogram of offered rate for some sub-set of benchmarks

– How does this traffic compare to OCN traffic?

• Network performance evaluation (1 of 3)

– Evaluate the performance of the OPN and TRIPS core under SPEC2K workload. Discuss how
micro-arch of Processor has a throttling effect on the trace.

Figure: Latency and offered rate of Spec 2K benchmarks

– Discuss how non-blocking nature of most nodes and the singleflit packet size effect network behav-
ior under load

– Discuss the impact of OPN design choices on OPN and core performance with SPEC 2K workloads.
(discussion leading into the next section)

• Network design space exploration (.75 of 3)

– With and without the “early” data and ctrl packet path

Figure: IPC of benchmarks with and one and two cycles to nearest neighbor ET

– Change number of cycles per hop, how does performance change?

Figure: show the IPC effect on Spec when there are 1, 2, and 3 cycles per hop

– Overlaid networks to assist congestion (increase BW)

Figure: show average latency for normal, 2OPNs and 3OPNs

5 Future Work

(1 of 10)

• Itemize places where OPN can be further tuned for the processor micro-arch.

• Bring up the priority/QoS with promotion for future LSQ design.

6 Conclusions

Conclusions w/ refs (1 of 10)
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